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Abstract: In literature, some existing studies suggested different proposed approaches that interrupt temporary link/server access. Also, in order to find implications in terms of performance degradation, analytical models are used, as well as failures of the servers. Unlike previous studies, the failures of the servers are considered together with link/server interruptions for renewals. In this study, the authors mainly focused to develop a new framework for the existing authentication protocols by considering them in an unusual fashion. The performance degradations that may be caused by service interruptions are discussed with a new framework to model the interactions between the network and the authentication servers.
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Introduction
Last three decades use of networked computer system has been increased and become popular. Communication and distribution of large, confidential and classified information are also available electronically, which requires challenge to protect system, data as well as resources. The configuration of the system plays an important role in privacy and data integrity that affects the performance of the underlying networks. The system considered should have the ability to perform sufficient and legitimate access to resources, while considering the applied security resources.

Network authentication is one of the vital methods for network and information security communications. Kerberos which is based on Needham-Schroder Authentication Protocol (Needham1978) commonly used for this purpose. As stated in literature, Kerberos architecture is divided into two core elements Key Distribution Centre (KDC) and Ticket Granting Service (TGS) (Brennen2004). The KDC stores authentication information and uses it to securely authenticate users and services while TGS holds digital tickets to identify the network clients and servers. If an attacker can gain administrative access to the KDC, he would have access to the complete resources of the Kerberos realm. A masquerading TGS (any client) can impersonate the TGS of the network (Kirsal2007b). In addition, Kerberos exhibits some other vulnerabilities widely reported in the literature (Brennen2004).

The design of the proposed protocol, combines the properties of Kerberos and Key-Exchange protocols together, which was considered in developing a specific authentication protocol as part of a previously proposed framework (Kirsal2007a). This combined approach had been proposed to shut down external access to an enterprise network for a period of time to enable the distribution of randomly generated keys (Kirsal2007b), (Schneider1998). In research (Kirsal2007b), while authentication protocol was designed, intruder is modelled as well. While the protocol was modelled, renewing keys at various intervals was considered, in order to block potential intruders. Although the intruder had been given the power to attack, the protocol was successful in preventing replay attacks (Kirsal2007b), (Kirsal2008). Security protocols in distributed systems are time-sensitive. That is to say if time of decrypting messages are increased, intruders could be blocked and prevented. In (Kirsal2008), a new protocol is proposed based on the use of timestamps to delay decryption by potential intruders. Considering the key distribution, external network access is restricted for short time intervals (Kirsal2007b), and (Kirsal2008). This affects the performance of the network. For this purpose, an analytical model has been developed to evaluate the
performability of the proposed approach (Kirsal2007b). While key distribution times depend on network characteristics such as size, and speed, the intervals between key renewals can be determined by the mean values of decryption times.

**Related Works**

In this section, frequent key renewal protocol, challenges of quality of service, and performability modelling for security protocols will be explain in detail.

**Frequent Key Renewal Protocol**

As stated in (Kirsal-Ever2013) the proposed protocol is based on frequent key renewal under pseudo conditions. the proposed approach was shutting-down external access to an enterprise network for a period of 140 seconds, to enable the distribution of randomly generated keys to users in a relatively secure way. Details are given in (Kirsal-Ever2013).

**Quality of Service Challenges**

Quality of Service (QoS) refers to the ability of a network to provide better, more predictable service. It is referred as selected network traffic over various underlying technologies, specifically wireless and mobile networks (Lowe1996), (Saravanan2006), (Song2005). Last two decades wireless and mobile networks have gained widespread popularity mainly because of their low cost and relatively high data rates. In this circumstances, issues with QoS becomes extremely important. In recent years, within the use of a wireless communication system, seamless time sensitive movement of audio and video are demanded by enterprises and users. However, interruptions may be caused because of implemented security mechanisms, which can cause degradation of performance for the traffic.

In addition, as stated in (Hua2004), interruptions in wireless and mobile systems cause the packet loss, latency, congestion and jitter, which are important QoS challenges. Latency is the time delay occurred in speech by the end-to-end user communication system. The lower the latency, the better the QoS (Balsamo2003), (Baghaei2004). In order to increase QoS in terms of packet losses, less interruptions, dedicated bandwidth and controlled jitter should be improved. Researches on good QoS showed that greater levels of interruption introduce more delay and require lower network latency (Lowe1996), (Hua2004).

The major constraint is end-to-end interruption. It requires the delay to be reduced through a packet network. To support traffic reliably and enhance the QoS in WLAN, a network must therefore be able to provide packet forwarding latency, jitter, guaranteed network bandwidth and capacity for communication during periods of network congestion (Kirsal-Ever2013).

**Necessity of Modelling Security Protocols for Performability Modelling**

Implemented security mechanisms in wireless communication systems are one of the main reason of service interruptions (Ever2009). The wireless variants of existing protocols may prefer to shut the communication while the critical key exchange processes are taking place. That would introduce significant delays, and increased number of request awaiting for authentication.

System or server interruptions depend on the system’s nature and can have different impacts on the system performance. The system may not support the ongoing process or the packet efficiently due to the interruptions hence performance may degrade. In order to overcome this problem, availability and performance of the system should be considered together (Jiang2005). In (Trivedi1994) a unified performability and reliability analysis by using Markov Reward model (MRM) is presented. In (Kirsal-Ever2013) existing performability evaluation methods are considered for evaluation of security mechanisms from a performance point of view. A new framework has also been discussed for modelling the interactions between the network and the authentication servers.

**Framework**

The arrivals of jobs are assumed to be independent and follow Poisson distribution with rate λ. The service times of jobs are distributed exponentially with mean 1/µ. The Kerberos server considered can serve jobs only during its operative periods, which means that the key distribution is being taken place (the system is not shut) and the server
is active during this process. The Kerberos server may suffer from failures and inter failure times are distributed exponentially with mean $1/\xi$. At the end of this period, the server breaks down and requires an exponentially distributed repair time with mean $1/\eta$. The distribution of time intervals between shutdowns are assumed to be exponentially distributed with given mean value $1/\delta$. When the system is shut, the server does not provide service to incoming request for an exponentially key distribution time which is given by $1/\phi$. This system can be modelled as follows:

**Figure 1.** State diagram for availability of standalone Kerberos authentication server

The state (0, 0) denotes the event that the system is shut and the server is broken. In the state (0, 1) the server is not broken and the system is shut. Finally, the state (1, 1) represents the state where the server becomes operative since the system is not shut and the server is active. In case the server is broken in this stage, there is a direct transition from state (1, 1) to the state (0, 0). Therefore, it is assumed that the system is shut and key distribution does not take place while the server is nonfunctional.

**Figure 2.** The state transition diagram for the performance and availability model of the system

The system state can be represented by $(i, j, k)$ where $i$ is the system status, $j$ is the number of active server and $k$
is the number of jobs in the system. Please note that i and j can be maximum 1 since there is only one server considered for the proposed model. Therefore, in Figure 2, as long as jobs keep on arriving to the system, the system state changes one state upward until it reaches maximum number of jobs (L) in the system. The upward transition further than the state (i, j, k) is not possible since the jobs are blocked because of the limitation of L, where k ≤ L. There is forward lateral transition from state (i, j, k) to the state (i, j+1, k) when the server is repaired. Once the system generates key, there is also forward transition from the state (i, j, k) to the state (i+1, j+1, k). There are two possible backward lateral transition from the state (i+1, j+1, k) to the state (i+1,j,k) and (i, j, k), when the system is shut and the server is broken respectively. Another backward lateral transition can be possible from the state (i, j+1, k) to the state (i, j, k) in case the server is broken. Finally, when the server is operative, one job is served with a downward transition from the state (i+1, j+1, k+1) to (i+1,j+1, k).

The two dimensional process considered in (Kirsal-Ever2013) can be used for the Spectral Expansion solution method with the matrices A, B and also C as given below. Please note that the matrix A represents the lateral, the matrix B upward and also the matrix C downward transitions.

\[
A = A_j = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \eta & 0 \\ \xi & 0 & \varphi \\ \xi & \delta & 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad B = B_j = \begin{bmatrix} \lambda & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \lambda & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \lambda \end{bmatrix} \quad C_0 = (0), \quad C_j = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \mu \end{bmatrix}
\]

**Conclusions and Future Work**

This paper is concerned with a modelling approach for performability evaluation of Kerberos servers which dynamically renew keys under pseudo-secure conditions as well as security variants over Kerberos authentication protocol as an example to service interruptions in wireless communication systems. As stated earlier, during key distribution, external access to the network is not allowed. The access restrictions happen for short intervals (Kirsal2007), (Kirsal2008). However, any link shut-down costs the network in terms of performance degradation. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the impact of the proposed approach on system performance. The proposed approach in (Ever2009) also involves temporary interruption to link/server access where it has implications in terms of QoS degradation. Discussions on performance and availability evaluation of some security measures are provided.

Hence in order to enhance QoS, the existing performance and availability modelling techniques used in the literature can be adapted to modelling of various security protocols considering the server behaviour as well as the characteristics of the networks. In order to evaluate the cost in terms of the degradation of system performance, an analytical method is used. Unlike the previous studies, the server failures are considered as well. Therefore, the approach presented in this study provides more realistic performability measures.

The model developed is highly flexible and it can be used for systems with various failure, repair, and renewal times and times between interruptions. The method can be extended for multiple Kerberos servers and for systems with backup servers especially for the KDC.
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